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Dear Mr. Anton: 
 
On behalf of my client, John A. Gotti, I write to notify you of a continuing pattern of falsity being 
spread via various media and social networks by your client, John Alite, claiming that Mr. Gotti is an 
informant, a participant in a murder, and a cause for the conviction of two individuals in Federal 
Court, as well as other false allegations.   
 
In addition to the numerous baseless claims made against Mr. Gotti, including murder, John Alite 
had, in social media and on radio, referred to Mr. Gotti as a government informant. This defies 
logic, common sense and the record in Federal trial proceedings.  During the trial testimonies of 
federal agents, to wit, Bruce Mouw, former head of the C-16 Gambino Squad, and Special Agent 
Robert Vendette (who was personally assigned to investigate my client), and up through the 90’s, 
John A. Gotti was referred to as a “high priority target” and was the subject of more than half a 
dozen grand jury investigations and two cases. During the 2000’s, Mr. Gotti stood trial five times in 
37 months—being financially destroyed, losing millions of dollars, businesses and properties, not to 
mention his liberty (having served nearly nine years)—hardly the path an informant treads. 
Nevertheless, your client keeps making representations that his “bosses” informed on him first, 
namely Mr. Gotti. I defy you or your client to produce even a shred of evidence to support that lie. 
 
With respect to my client being responsible for the conviction of Joe Watts and Danny Marino, 
Danny Marino plead to murder conspiracy for involvement in the Frank Hydell murder and the 
cooperators involved were Michael DiLeonardo and Joseph D’Angelo.  Joe Watts plead to  murder 
conspiracy with respect to Fred Weiss and the cooperators involved were DiLeonardo, Frank 
Fappiano, Anthony Capo, Anthony Rotondo, and Dominic Borghese.  The Federal court records 
clearly and unequivocally reflect that my client had no involvement in the conviction—via plea—of 
those two individuals or anybody else. 
 
Mr. Alite, using social media, now feels that the truth is no longer relevant because no one is fact 
checking his claims, and he’s using these outlets as a convenient medium to take cheap shots and 
continue his pattern of fabrication, distortion and outright lies. 
 
I challenge you and/or your client to provide any proof whatsoever of the above claims.  I can 
assure you that no proof is possible, because they are all lies.  As a fellow officer of the Court, you 
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are held to a higher standard than the average person and I implore you to rein in your client to 
conclude any further misrepresentations and lies about Mr. Gotti.  Each new intentionally false 
statement extends the statue of limitations for a potential defamation action.  Perhaps Mr. Alite 
might be made aware of that by your office. 
 
       Best regards, 
 
 
       Antonino D’Aiuto, Esq. 
 
 
 


